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Health Service Context in England

The NHS is facing its greatest financial challenge 

Clinical Commissioning Groups, Health and 

Wellbeing Board, Sustainability and 

Transformation programmes and Integrated Care 

Systems will inevitably find themselves having to 

make difficult decisions on the setting of priorities.

Priority setting requires technical judgements of 

clinical effectiveness (what works)  and cost 

effectiveness (is it value for money)

But these judgements are embedded in a wider set 

of social value judgements that underlie justifiable 

reasoning about priorities, including transparency, 

participation and justice. 

Policy makers will need to explain these difficult 

decisions to patients, professionals, the public and 

politicians  



Some of the responses to NICE’s “no” decisions 



Tension between individual and 

public health ethics



Provides for ‘accountability for reasonableness’. For decision-makers to be ‘accountable for their 

reasonableness,’ the processes they use to make their decisions must have four characteristics  

Publicity 

Both the decisions made about limits on the 
allocation of resources, and the grounds for 
reaching them, must be made public. 

Relevance 

The grounds for reaching decisions must be ones 
that fair-minded people would agree are relevant 
in the particular context.

Challenge and revision 

There must be opportunities for challenging 
decisions that are unreasonable, that are reached 
through improper procedures, or that exceed the 
proper powers of the decision-maker. There must 
be mechanisms for resolving disputes; and 
transparent systems should be available for 
revising decisions if more evidence becomes 
available. 

Regulation 

There should be either voluntary or public 
regulation of the decision-making process to 
ensure that it possesses all three of the above 
characteristics. 

Procedural Justice



Social as well Scientific Values 



The Gresham College International Workshop 2012 

At an international workshop in 

2012 a social values framework 

emerged.

The process of decision making

Institutional setting  (legal and collaborative)

Transparency (clear how decisions are made) 

Accountability ( who is responsible and to whom)

Participation (all who want to be can be involved)

The content of decision making

Effectiveness (does it work)

Cost effectiveness ( value for money)

Fairness (to all patients)

Quality of care 

Thailand, China, Germany, Switzerland 

France, South  Korea, UK,  Norway,  

USA, South America



Brocher Foundation International Workshop 

2015  

30 delegates  from South Korea, UK, NICE International, USA, Norway, Thailand, 

New Zealand, China, Sri Lanka, Australia, Brazil, China, South Africa,  Germany, 

Switzerland and the World Bank to specifically look at patient and public involvement
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Priority Setting for Universal Health 

Coverage 2016

This 2016 conference focused on priority 

setting in the context of Universal Health 

Coverage (UHC) by discussing important 

issues, such as exploring how to organize 

priority setting, linking research and UHC 

policy, and sharing experiences of priority 

setting mechanisms between countries. 

I organized a  session on 

“Accountability, fairness and good 

governance in priority-setting for UHC”

.

The Prince Mahidol Award Foundation ( Thailand)  the World Health Organization, the World Bank, the Global 

Fund to Fight AIDS, the China Medical Board, the Rockefeller Foundation, the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 

Conference 2016 in Bangkok n January



How can this framework approach be made 

useful on a day to day basis ? 

The question was how to make a 

framework  accessible to  policy 

makers and others including 

patients.

As part of  an UK National 

Institute for Health Research 

(NIHR) funded  programme and 

in collaboration with University 

College London we have now 

converted the framework in to a 

decision support tool



Aims and objectives of  NIHR Project in UK
(Collaboration for Leadership in Health Research and Care – CLAHRC South London)  

Test and refine the DMAT 

with all stakeholders

Assess the role that values 

play in decision making in a 

national sample of  NHS 

health institutions – Clinical 

Commissioning Groups.

Use the DMAT to assess 

whether “accountability for 

reasonableness”  leads to 

more acceptable decisions 



The Decision making Audit Tool (DMAT) 

The new online version of the 

DMAT  priorities4health.com

developed in conjunction with 

“Uscreates”   

It was launched at the London 

CLAHRC Research information 

meeting at the House of Lords in 

July 2017. 

The DMAT has been tested in 

England (see other talk) New 

Zealand  and Chile – plans for 

further testing in Australia, Sierre

Leone, Thailand and Brazil

https://www.uscreates.com/

https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http://priorities4health.com&data=01|01|peter.littlejohns@kcl.ac.uk|d7684d57ea394b16931708d4dd92bafd|8370cf1416f34c16b83c724071654356|0&sdata=yCzyCd09Mz3RHiqgs6DtxmjWJKGczU5gQpdZCROTKKk%3D&reserved=0
https://www.uscreates.com/


Decision Making Audit Tool

priorities4health.com

https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http://priorities4health.com&data=01|01|peter.littlejohns@kcl.ac.uk|d7684d57ea394b16931708d4dd92bafd|8370cf1416f34c16b83c724071654356|0&sdata=yCzyCd09Mz3RHiqgs6DtxmjWJKGczU5gQpdZCROTKKk%3D&reserved=0


8 domains



An example of a content domain



An example of  group work 



THE NEW ZEALAND PROJECT

• To assess the fairness of decision-making in a 

selection of health agencies in Aotearoa New Zealand 

against an internationally developed 

assessment/audit tool

• To examine health agencies’ perceptions of the tool 

and the fairness of their decision making, including 

how well they incorporate patient/public involvement

• To consult with various community groups and 

advocacy groups to find out what they think about 

evaluating the fairness of health agency decision-

making, whether knowing decision making was 

conducted fairly influences the acceptance of 

decisions, and in what ways they would like to be 

included in decision-making where relevant to their 

social group.

The aim was to conduct a research project examining how 

health agencies in Aotearoa New Zealand make important 

decisions about resource-allocation and priority setting. 



THE NEW ZEALAND PROJECT 

preliminary results
DMAT tool is useful and would only require minor adaptation to 

be used in NZ regarding Treaty, but it would be our 

recommendation that it operates as an internal rather than 

external tool.

PHARMAC scored by far the best on the tool sharing their 

technical reports, clear on accountability, clear on proceses

when evidence was unclear, etc. What let them down is no 

explanation as to how the factors of consideration are actually 

weighted, and at the time, their consultation methods were 

pretty passive, but these have been ramping up in the last year.  

Their consumer advisory committee felt that it was a uK-centric 

tool and needed adaptation.

MoH and DHBs, public information available did not provide 

enough clarity or detail to score these organizations well using 

the DMAT and information provided would indicate that 

practices for resource allocation decision-making are varied 

across DHBs, with them feeling the MoH makes these decision 

in the budget (not recognizing their remits). 

Interviewees did not feel that more public engagement would 

help public perceptions as they felt these were driven by media 

stories about individuals missing out and that was hard to argue 

against. 



The Lottery of Devolved Cancer Care  

To contextualise  the need for such a 

tool the film “The lottery of 

Devolved Cancer Care” was  

launched at the same time  

https://youtu.be/gHNYAc6njTA it 

uses variation in access to 

expensive cancer drugs in the home 

countries as a relevant case study 

for a UK setting. It is based on the 

circumstances that led Ifron Williams 

moving from Wales to England to get 

his treatment. 

40 minutes version with more patient 
experience https://youtu.be/dHv22BLFDSk

https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://youtu.be/gHNYAc6njTA&data=01|01|peter.littlejohns@kcl.ac.uk|5c06af7f82644b618af208d4c6aedc9b|8370cf1416f34c16b83c724071654356|0&sdata=pfuG48jayRZOjdyf64KLMUFMZnWyWsGbARPjNx%2BBfNI%3D&reserved=0
https://emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u%3Dhttps-3A__emea01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com_-3Furl-3Dhttps-253A-252F-252Fyoutu.be-252FdHv22BLFDSk-26data-3D01-257C01-257Cpeter.littlejohns-2540kcl.ac.uk-257C5c06af7f82644b618af208d4c6aedc9b-257C8370cf1416f34c16b83c724071654356-257C0-26sdata-3DS-252Bkqt3GqVNxRCtRgCCEvJWHjQTEf3HdTPO87j1doULk-253D-26reserved-3D0%26d%3DDwMFAg%26c%3D4ZIZThykDLcoWk-GVjSLmy8-1Cr1I4FWIvbLFebwKgY%26r%3DoaKS0nFavfsG-UqliEe6S8jF9reHbK6FxDHiV2r8NEw%26m%3D7tgfzHXKtXGxlbfp1kHuRqZmlAhxATcXMF0BxjXYhrE%26s%3Dzl35qK5wP-fY3V4ZoJUxtD8le4S2FFO96a3gZCVDNek%26e%3D&data=01|01|peter.littlejohns@kcl.ac.uk|a47032b206624a5f578208d571928f9b|8370cf1416f34c16b83c724071654356|0&sdata=B4YiuJZ6Hp9cBVihDhXc227rAVb/0U2%2Bkx0c5/ytgl8%3D&reserved=0


Rockefeller Academic Residency 2018

https://www.people4health.com/

https://www.people4health.com/


What Next ?  

More research into -

The role of the public in prioritisation with 

in  Universal Health Coverage 

programmes

Accepting difficult decisions 

Understanding “appropriate care”



Thank you for listening
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